ACHIEVE FULL VISIBILITY AND PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST

THE ZEROFOX PLATFORM

The ZeroFOX Platform protects your business & employees from cyber, brand and physical threats on social & digital channels.

// IMMEDIATE TIME-TO-VALUE

**Gain visibility**
Immediately see beyond your perimeter to catch more threats faster, before they impact your business & employees.

**Ensure control**
Reduce your risk exposure with custom rules, takedowns and content moderation.

**Automate protection**
Eliminate costly, time-intensive threat hunting, manual remediation and coverage gaps that leave you exposed.

// THE INDUSTRY’S MOST RECOGNIZED PLATFORM

DATA

ANALYSIS

ACT
THOUSANDS OF DATA SOURCES. HUNDREDS OF USE CASES. ONE PLATFORM.

- Instant protection with SaaS deployment
  Cloud-based deployment takes minutes with zero agents to install or appliances to rack and stack.

- Gain instant visibility with the broadest data coverage
  Diverse data sources spans social, mobile, web, domain, deep/dark, collaboration & digital sources.

- Fine tune analysis with FoxScript to your specific needs
  Widest set of pre-built and customizable rules for artificial intelligence-based machine learning analysis.

- Continuously protect against critical emerging threats via FoxThreats
  Dedicated research and data science team constantly adds new protections for emerging threats.

- Extend new intelligence into your operations center & analytics tools
  Open REST APIs and 3rd party integrations plug into your security infrastructure.

- Minimize risk exposure with fastest takedowns
  Automated remediation, takedowns and content moderation via direct integrations to social & digital platforms rapidly eliminate threats.

ZEROFOX PRODUCTS

- ZeroFOX Social Media Account Protection™
  Safeguard company-owned social pages by stopping account takeovers and automating account protection.

- ZeroFOX Enterprise Protection™
  Find and eliminate complex, targeted security threats and business risks across all social media & digital platforms.

- ZeroFOX Web & Domain Protection™
  Protect your web and social experiences by finding and eliminating domain squatting and typo phishing.

- ZeroFOX Executive Protection™
  Protect your executives and VIPs by identifying cyber and physical risks and gaining real-world situational awareness.

- ZeroFOX Brand Protection™
  Protect your business from revenue-damaging threats to your brand, your hard-earned social presence and your engaged customers.

ABOUT ZEROFOX

ZeroFOX, the market leader in social media & digital security, protects modern organizations from dynamic security, brand and physical risks across social, mobile, web and collaboration platforms. Using diverse data sources and artificial intelligence-based analysis, the ZeroFOX Platform identifies and remediates targeted phishing attacks, credential compromise, data exfiltration, brand hijacking, executive and location threats and more. Recognized as a Leader in Digital Risk Monitoring by Forrester, the patented ZeroFOX SaaS technology processes and protects millions of posts, messages and accounts daily across the social and digital landscape, spanning LinkedIn, Facebook, Slack, Twitter, HipChat, Instagram, Pastebin, YouTube, mobile app stores, the deep & dark web, domains and more.
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